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In any enterprise, IT operations are dictated by business needs; Active Directory (AD)
management is no different. Any delay in performing an AD task, such as onboarding
new employees, resetting user passwords, and unlocking user accounts, impacts end
users’ productivity. ADManager Plus helps IT teams ensure smooth and continuous
business operations by:

1. Automating critical AD operations, such as user account creation for
new employees.
2. Enhancing help desk productivity and efficiency by empowering
technicians with delegated administrative rights.
3. Plugging potential security gaps by cleaning up stale accounts and
monitoring user privileges.
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How ADManager Plus aligns enterprises' business needs with
AD operations
1. Automating critical AD operations, such as user account creation for new employees.
With ADManager Plus, you can simultaneously create accounts for users in AD, Office 365, Exchange,
G Suite, and Skype for Business in just one click with the all-inclusive intelligent user creation
templates. Aside from making user creation more efficient, ADManager Plus offers completely
hands-free (i.e. error-free) user onboarding. Further, it allows you to create user accounts right from
within your help desk tool.
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Automated user creation.
When an employee leaves your company, ADManager Plus lets you automatically de provision their
user accounts, delete their mailboxes, remove the licenses assigned to them, and more.
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2. Enhancing help desk productivity and efficiency by empowering technicians with delegated
administrative rights.
ADManager Plus offers purpose-built functions to execute frequently performed operations such as
resetting passwords; unlocking or enabling users; modifying users’ group membership and NTFS
permissions; and moving users to another department. It allows you to securely delegate these tasks
to the help desk or even non-IT staff, who can then easily execute these tasks in just a click. This
feature allows the administrators to focus on more important and pressing tasks.
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Help desk driven Active Directory management.
ADManager Plus also integrates with help desk tools like ServiceDesk Plus and ServiceNow, allowing
technicians to execute AD operations right from within their help desk tool.

3. Plugging potential security gaps by cleaning up stale accounts and monitoring user privileges.
With ADManager Plus, you can automatically identify and clean up inactive, disabled, and expired
user accounts, as well as groups without members. With predefined reports that are automatically
delivered to your inbox, in different formats such as PDF, Excel, CSV, and HTML, with a built-in
scheduler, you can view important security-specific information such as who has rights over other
users, groups, files, or folders; users who are members of a specific security group; and users’
effective permissions (gained through nested group membership).
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Automated stale account cleanup and security information monitoring.

That's not all! ADManager Plus offers much more

Integrates with multiple platforms to help adapt to evolving technologies
With many businesses turning to new and emerging technologies such as Skype for Business, Office 365,
Exchange Online, and G Suite, ADManager Plus helps provision users and manage the settings, so you won't need
a different tool to manage each platform.

Includes over 150 reports for on-the-fly management
ADManager Plus offers predefined management features for over 150 reports, providing key information on
inactive or locked-out AD user accounts, Office 365 licenses, users' last logon times, and more. Identify locked-out
user accounts and unlock users on-the-fly, right from the reports. You can also instantly reset passwords from
reports on users whose passwords have expired or are about to expire—or just in the case of a security threat.
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You can get a first-hand experience of managing your AD, Exchange, Office 365, Skype for Business,
and Google Apps via ADManager Plus using the 30-day free trial.
For a personalized demo of ADManager Plus, or any further information, you can contact our support
team 24*5

support@admanagerplus.com

+1 844 245 1108 (Toll Free)
+1 408 916 9393 (Direct)

Visit www.admanagerplus.com for in-depth information about the solution and all
its features.

Includes over 150 reports for on-the-fly management
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Personalized Demo

Download
30-day free trial

